MASTER THE MEDICINE WITH LEXIS MEDICAL NAVIGATOR™

Only Lexis Medical Navigator simplifies complex and technical research with access to the medical and legal content you need in one place.

GET ACCESS TO:

• Full-text medical journals
• Expert witness reports
• Medical images and illustrations
• Verdict and settlement analysis
• and the interactive guidance found in the standard of care tool

But don’t take our word for it...

“Lexis Medical Navigator is a quick, diverse resource tool to access medical/legal information to assess and evaluate the medical aspects of a case.”
— Paralegal, 11 – 20 Attorney Firm
TVID: 1D1-DE0-B41

“Since subscribing to Lexis Medical Navigator we have canceled other subscription services that are no longer necessary as the information is readily accessible through Lexis Medical Navigator .
— Sherri Morgan, Paralegal, Wharton Aldhizer & Weaver PLC
TVID: F29-A3F-55A

RESEARCH AND MEDICAL ISSUES

EARN POSITIVE ROI

“Lexis Medical Navigator is an excellent source for scientific medical journals.”
— Solo Practitioner in the Racing Industry
TVID: DE8-809-017

1,600+ FULL-TEXT MEDICAL Journals
Need more evidence?

"We are definitely a Lexis Medical Navigator firm and rely on it for researching experts and topics and actually getting helpful information from those searches.

—Paralegal, 11 – 20 Attorney Firm
TVID: 2B8-C9F-741

TAP EXPERT WITNESS DATA

Lexis Medical Navigator is the largest resource I have to find great illustrations and factual information.

—Paralegal, 2 – 5 Attorney Firm
TVID: 94D-603-12F

[Lexis Medical Navigator] provides easy to understand articles and information about complex and usually unfamiliar terms. It explains medical conditions and treatment in ways I’ve found to be reliable and accurate, which are important for the evidence to be credible in front of a judge.

—Michael Arington, Senior Associate
Ercilides, Gelman, Hall, Indek, Goodman, Waters & Traverso
TVID: C20-E56-629

[The Lexis Medical Navigator service] provides access to a wealth of information in one central location which saves time.

—Anna Chapman, Paralegal, Cunningham Bounds LLC
TVID: C20-E56-629

Lexis Medical Navigator is critical to our personal injury claims because it allows for the presentation of professional, streamlined research.

—Paralegal, 2 – 5 Attorney Firm
TVID: AA8-097-E50

[The Lexis Medical Navigator service] allows us to assess the merits and/or difficulties associated with a particular case early on, expediting case development and preparing us for discussions with medical experts.

—Todd Pappasergi, Associate, Bassi Vreeland & Associates P.C.
TVID: 67E-16C-DA1

The quotes in this document are from third-party TechValidate® surveys conducted July 2015 and January 2017.
TechValidate® is a trusted third-party research organization that directly interfaces with business and technology end users to collect and validate information about their deployments. More information is available at www.techvalidate.com. Every unit of TechValidate content is stamped with a unique nine-digit identifier called a TVID for easy identification and verification.

Find out more
Call 800.628.3612 or visit LEXISNEXIS.COM/MASTERTHEMEDICINE
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